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“Your friend was so upset about losing her backpack. It was kind of you to help her find it.”

Yes, we can teach empathy to children
sonally when a family member says or does something
you don’t like or expect. You are more likely to cooperate
imply put, empathy is the ability to put yourself in
when you “get” where another person is “coming from.”
someone else’s shoes. It’s related to love, in that we
Some of us are naturally more empathetic than oth(theoretically and ideally) have the deepest empathy
ers. It’s partly in our genes and partly how we were
for the ones we love the most. But if you have ever
raised and what we were taught. In terms of our own
been at the scene of an accident or a natural disaster—or
kids though, the good news is that we—and they—can
even watched the news on TV, you know that you can also
practice and get better at empathy.
feel empathy for total strangers.
Empathy is part instinct and part learning—and we Be a role model
could not have survived as a species without it. Because
humans are helpless at birth, we need older humans to care Of course, we can all be insensitive and unkind at times.
for us. Empathy is the foundation on which connection is It’s important to recognize that and to ask ourselves why.
built. It is a complex interplay of observation, thinking, Were we having a bad day? Did the situation evoke feelmemory, knowledge and reasoning—all of which com- ings from our past? Or do we just need to work harder at
bine to give you, as one definition puts it, “insight into the being a better role model?
For example, your son is in tears because he didn’t
thoughts and feelings of others.”
get into the orchestra. You may think it’s unfair too, because he practiced so hard. Or you may over-identify
Putting our empathy into action
with him because you had a similar experience when you
When we feel empathy, it allows us to gauge where another were his age. Or perhaps your tween daughter has two
person is, and this makes it easier to dial down arguments basic moods—weepy and snippy. And now something’s
and resolve disagreements. In a family, empathy enables in- happened and you’re hearing a blast of surly backtalk.
dividuals to be more patient and understanding. If you are
Continued on page 2...
empathetic, you are less likely to overreact or take it perBy Melinda Blau and Tracy Hogg
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Empathy...

Elementary schoolers (5–10)

Continued from page 1

You could give her the “you
can’t talk to me like that” speech,
which would probably make
things worse. Or you could take a
deep breath and consider the bigger picture. You might also ask
yourself if you really want to impose rules at this moment. Would
it be better to just slow down long
enough to imagine yourself in
your daughter’s shoes?
A value taught and learned
It’s not enough to leave empathy
to chance. It needs to be taught to
our children and practiced by the
entire family.
Expose kids to situations in
your community where they can
be of help such as participating
in a food drive, baking or donating to a charity event or collecting
money for UNICEF.
Comment favorably when a
character on TV or someone in
the news shows empathy. Say how
pleased your neighbor was when
you remarked how well she looked
after her operation. Stick up for
the underdog.
Let kids hear you thank people
for services they have provided.
When you learn about the death
of a relative or a community member, suggest that your family create
a condolence card together.
Bring empathy into your daily
conversations. For example: “That
was nice of you to notice that your
brother was having trouble and
help him.” Or “We’ve all made
that mistake before. Don’t be so
hard on yourself.”
Kids’ journey to empathy
Babies and Toddlers (0–2)
Where they might be. Infants
make eye contact and respond to
human faces, which helps them
elicit empathy from caregivers. At
around 18 months, they recognize
distress in others and form attachments to toys, blankets and other
security objects.
What you can do. Kids need to
build trust in their environment.
Show them they’re in a safe place.
2

“We missed you at soccer practice today. Get well soon!”

Talk to them, sing and dance. Explain what they’re seeing, even if
they can’t understand it yet.
Start conversations about how
other people feel. Show young
children what emotions look like
by pointing out happy or sad faces
in books and other media.
Preschoolers (3–4)
Where they might be. Children
this age have fewer emotional outbursts, greater control and more
tolerance of frustration. They are
able to wait for a cookie, understand right from wrong and play
on their own. They also have a
beginning sense of self, but their
self-image is mostly based on what
other people think of them.
Young children can understand more than they are able to
express. They want to please but,

at the same time, they don’t have
a strong sense that other people
have different perspectives.
What you can do. Don’t reward
whining or tantrums. Keep teaching basic manners. A lot of what
you show children at this age will
become automatic.
Role-play all kinds of real and
imagined situations with them.
If your child hits someone, talk
about how the other child felt.
Work on impulse control and
the need for immediate gratification. Play games that require patience and waiting. Use books and
visual media to talk about caring.
“Catch” kids being empathetic. “You could see I was tired and
you helped me carry in all those
packages. Didn’t it feel good to
know you made it easier for me?”

Empathy is a key ingredient of morality

M

orality, or moral intelligence, is the capacity to understand right from wrong.
It means having strong ethical convictions and acting on them in a right and
honorable way. There are seven essential values that form the basis of moral
intelligence, says Michele Borba, EdD, in her book “Building Moral Intelligence,”
and she puts empathy first on her list of values—along with conscience, self-control,
respect, kindness, tolerance and fairness.
Dr. Borba considers empathy—the ability to identify with and feel another person’s
concerns—to be the foundation of moral intelligence. This moral virtue sensitizes
our children to different points of views and increases their awareness of others’
ideas and opinions.
Empathy is what enhances our humanness, civility and morality. It’s what moves
children to be tolerant and compassionate, to understand other people’s needs and
to care enough to help those who are hurt and troubled. u

Where they are. At ages 5, 6 or 7,
kids recognize other perspectives
but can’t quite put themselves in
another person’s shoes.
Between 8 and 10, children can
recognize the difference between
doing something (behavior) and
meaning to do it (intention). By
10 or 12, most kids can consider
others’ viewpoint, but that doesn’t
mean they always want to be kind
and helpful.
With school-age children, self-esteem increasingly comes from how
well they perform. They’re aware
of different abilities in themselves
and others. They are capable of
problem-solving and finding alternative approaches, but these are
skills that need to be developed.
What you can do. Ask more
of children. The better they feel
about themselves by learning new
skills and having a stake in the
family, the more generous they
will feel toward others. Have a
zero-tolerance policy about interrupting and being disrespectful.
If there is a conflict, ask each
child to stop and think what the
other person would feel and say
if their roles were reversed. This
will help kids shift the focus from
themselves and think about the
impact of their actions.
Help kids develop an emotional vocabulary. Take notice when
someone is sad. Use words and
questions that help children tune
in to feelings. For example: “You
seem worried (tense, angry) about
something. What’s the matter? Or
“Your friend seems upset. What
do you think is bothering her?”
Draw attention to nonverbal
cues. “Did you see the expression
on Melanie’s face when you were
playing today? Maybe you could
ask her if everything is OK.”
Share more about your own
day instead of just listening to
what happened to your kids. And
don’t offer a consolation prize or
a “fix” for every disappointment.
Just listen. u
—Adapted from the authors’ new
book Family Whispering (Atria Books).
See We Recommend on page 8.
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Interchange

Unleashing the talent of older workers
A reader writes

Y

ou write a lot about the aging
U.S. workforce, so I thought
you might be interested in the
European Voices for Active Aging project. It was set up in six
cities (Bilbao, Bologna, Bonn,
London, Prague and Strasbourg)
to give adults in later life a voice
about issues that matter to them.
It’s led by World Café Europe, a
nonprofit group that specializes
in dialogues engaging from 50 to
1,000 people.
A recent dialogue in Bologna
was organized to explore needed
changes in today’s workplace to
unleash the talent and potential
of older workers. The four-hour

event was facilitated by a university professor and a union worker.
The 90 adults who took part
identified a number of key areas:
knowledge transfer, lifelong learning, new challenges for workers
over 50, intergenerational issues,
new work structures, an agefriendly organizational culture,
the attitudes of both older and
younger workers and how to promote workplaces free of age bias.
Here are two of their specific
suggestions.
r Older

workers need to reconsider some of their own negative attitudes, such as “too old to
learn,” “resistance to change” and
“unwillingness to share.”

r A gradual retirement process

was strongly advocated. This process could be enriched by a crossgenerational program of courses,
coaching and mentoring on retirement planning. Mandatory retirement would be abolished.
The participants also came up
with ideas for ways older employees could be more engaged in their
work. For example, they could be
communicators of organizational
knowledge. And the workers who
chose early retirement could act
as consultants or contributors of
socially useful work. For more information about the Bologna dialogue, go to http://blog.worldcafeeurope.net. u

research review

Trouble with follow through? Read on...

I

f your New Year’s resolutions have long since bitten the dust, it may be time for a new approach to
making good on your commitments. Behavioral
scientists Katherine Milkman and Kevin Volpp of
the Wharton School offer these four tips inspired by
studies they and others have conducted.
1 Make a concrete plan. When you embed your in-

tentions in your memory, it’s easier to follow through.
In an experiment reported in
the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, researchers
contacted thousands of people
who needed flu shots. Those
who were prompted to write
down a plan specifying the date
and time they would visit a
clinic got shots at a 13 percent
higher rate than members of
a control group who were not
prompted to make a plan.
2 Put something you value on the line. The Ameri-

can Economic Journal: Applied Economics published
research showing that smokers who were trying to
quit were more likely to succeed if they had some
skin in the game. In this study, the participants who
failed a urine test for nicotine would forfeit money
they had deposited in a special account (www.stickK.
com can help with that). Or if you’re trying to exercise, make an appointment with a friend. You’ll be
less likely to cancel on a friend than on yourself.
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3 Bundle your temptations. Let’s say you want

to exercise more but it’s a struggle getting yourself
to the gym. Let’s also say that you have a fondness
for trashy novels but feel guilty wasting your time
reading them. Simple solution: Read those novels
while you exercise. In a recent study published in
the journal Management Science, people who took
a titillating book or audiobook with them to the
gym exercised 56 percent more often.
4 Seek social support.

You will achieve more if
you pursue goals with the
help of a mentor. A study
reported in the Annals of
Internal Medicine found
that when patients with
poorly controlled diabetes
were paired with patients
who had achieved mastery
over their disease, their
improvements in glycemic control were larger than those produced by
many leading drugs.
Drs. Volpp and Milkman have also identified
“the fresh start effect.” They found that the beginnings of many cycles—the start of a new week,
month or semester—are associated with increased
interest in dieting, exercise and goal creation. People intensify their pursuit of aspirations following
birthdays and federal holidays as well. u
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New, distracted
drivers can be
a dangerous mix

A

study published in The New
England Journal of Medicine
has found that an inexperienced
driver who reaches for a cellphone
increases his or her risk for a crash
by more than 700 percent.
Virginia Tech University researchers
used accelerometers, cameras, GP
devices and other sensors to study
42 newly licensed 16- and 17-yearold drivers and 167 adults with more
experience. They recorded cellphone
use, reaching for objects, sending
text messages, adjusting radios and
controls, eating and drinking.
Eating almost tripled the teens’ risk
for a crash, and texting or looking
at an object on the side of the road
quadrupled it. Dialing a phone was
the most dangerous activity, resulting in eight times the crash risk.
For experienced drivers, only dialing
a phone significantly increased their
risk for an accident.
Over all, the drivers spent about
10 percent of the time looking at
something other than the road in
front of them. u
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ELDER ISSUES

Does your older relative’s home need repairs?

A

great many older Americans enough shingles left over from anare homeowners who live on other job to do my roof,” says a
their own. But as the popu- North Carolina grandmother who
lation ages, the number who lives alone. “I was glad I had read
will need some help is growing, an article about this kind of doorand the kind of help they need is to-door sales pitch in an AARP
often related to their desire to live publication. I shouldn’t have even
safely and to remain comfortably opened the door.”
in their home.
Having some control over one’s physical
environment is important to everyone and it’s
crucial to older people’s
sense of well-being.
Some needed repairs
are minor: tightening
the hinges on a screen
door, replacing floor
tiles, shoring up an old
bookcase or installing
a grab bar in the bathroom or maybe a flat
screen TV in the den.
You may be able to do
these things yourself or
your relative may know
a local person who can
do home repairs.
For major jobs like
renovating a kitchen or
bathroom, most people
look for a contractor. If
you are working with
your parents or helping
“What am I supposed to do now?”
them plan a home imOnline or phone scams may be
provement project, it’s important
for you and your relative to know even more typical these days. Just
doing the research for this article,
what to look for in a contractor.
we found a “housing care for older
Beware of scam artists
people” website that was just one
Many older people have hired of those “you’ve won a free cruise
someone who came to their door to the Caribbean” sales pitches.
The bottom line is to choose
and said, “I noticed your roof
needs fixing” or offered to inspect a contractor with care. After all,
their plumbing, check their trees we’re talking about what is likely
or install a security system “be- to be a major expense for work
cause of burglaries” in the area. that your older relatives will live
And all too often, they lost all of with every day. So it’s worth doing
their money or, if work was actu- some research. The AARP suggests
ally done, it was slap-dash, with this step-by-step approach.
shoddy materials. These days most 1 Define the job. Figure out what
older people are more wary.
you want done before you start ne“Last summer a man rang gotiating with potential contracmy doorbell saying he had just tors. Big projects typically involve
4

many choices along the way. Visit
stores and find out about various
types and qualities of the materials
you want to be used. Take notes.
The more you learn about products and prices, the better prepared
you’ll be to choose a contractor.
2 Get recommendations.

Talk to family members,
friends
and
neighbors
about their experiences. For
example, when a retired
Houston couple installed
their new kitchen, they found
one contractor through their
long-time local barber shop
and another through the
store that sold them flooring.
Both contractors lived up to
their reputations. If you’re
seeking a word-of-mouth
recommendation for a contractor, ask the person: Were
you satisfied with the work, the
price and how long it took to
finish the job?
3 Check them out. Most

states require licenses to do
certain kinds of contracting,
and you can get a lot of helpful information online. Go to
your state government website and search for “choosing
a contractor.” You might
also check Angie’s List, the
Better Business Bureau or another
consumer protection service to
find out if complaints have been

filed against particular contractors
or their companies.
4 Make comparisons. Contact

the contractors you’ve checked out
and make sure they do the specific
type of work you want. Ask if they
can finish it in your time frame
and how long they’ve been in
business. Talk to other customers.
Get references from suppliers and
subcontractors to make sure they
are reliable. For a major project,
it’s smart to also get proof that a
contractor is licensed, bonded and
covered by insurance.
5 Zero in. Narrow your list to

three. Meet face-to-face to discuss
the job, budget and specifications.
Make sure prospective contractors
understand the work to be done.
6 Compare estimates. Get writ-

ten estimates with detailed specifications of the materials to be used,
labor charges, start and finishing
dates. The lowest price may not be
the best choice. If there is a wide
range, ask why. Is something missing? Are material specifications
different? Is the low bidder taking
shortcuts?
7 Have a firm, written contract.

The contract should be signed by
both you and the contractor or the
company you choose. u

Is your relative eligible for assistance?

L

ocal, state or federal funding may be available for repairs, insulation, ramps or other
modifications to help older people remain at home. Start with www.hud.gov and
search for “home repairs for older people.” It will direct you to state as well as federal
programs. Another good contact is the local Agency on Aging to find out which programs
may be available in your relative’s community. Ask also about the following:
(1) Government grants and loans to low-income older people in rural areas, (2) Block
grants for home improvement administered by some states or cities, (3) Programs to
help people make their homes more energy efficient, or (4) Medically related modifications or equipment prescribed by a physician.
Visit www.ftc.gov or call FTC Consumer Help at (877) 382-4357 and ask for a copy of
the publication “Home Improvement Tools You Can Use.” Be wary of financing offered
by a contractor, and get legal or financial advice before making a loan decision. u
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parenting

Staying close to home when you travel for work
By Susan Ginsberg, EdD

F

or a growing number of
families these days, when
one parent is on the road,
the other is also away all day
at work. When someone takes a
business trip, the partner or caregiver at home has to carry on with
the kids.
Making sure all the pieces fit
when parents are traveling takes
some planning before you leave
home and a lot of checking while
you’re away. But be aware that
even the most organized parents
feel some guilt when they travel,
especially if they have to miss a
birthday or a soccer game or leave
kids in the care of someone new.
Feeling guilty doesn’t help
If the trip is part of your job,
giving in to guilty feelings is unproductive. One way to cope is
to make the distinction between
feeling “bad” or “sad” and feeling
guilty.
Look at the situation as a problem to be solved: Who else might
go to your 8-year-old’s play or
game and take pictures or make a
video for you to watch with your
child when you return?
Age makes a big difference in
how children respond to parents’
traveling. While a 5-year-old may
give you a hard time, a 14-yearold might be thrilled to have you
away for a few days.
Whatever the age of your
child, try not to communicate
ambivalence about going away.
This only makes it harder for
kids to separate from you—and it
gives them a signal to push your
“guilt button.”
Here are some tips for making your business travel easier on
everyone.
Before you leave
Toddlers. Since toddlers don’t

understand “yesterday,” “today”
or “next week,” it’s best to wait

until the night before to
say you’re going. Do it
with a minimum of fuss.
Say, for example: “When
I’m away I’ll talk to you
every day, just before
your bath.”
Preschoolers. Tell your

Preschoolers. They may be

clingy or start testing your
limits. For a smooth transition, ask your caregiver to
make a “welcome home”
sign with the children. This
will also encourage caring,
thoughtful behavior.

child about your trip a
week or so before you
travel so he or she can digest the idea and ask questions. Talk about leaving
and returning in terms
of your child’s schedule:
“While Grandma is giving you breakfast, I’ll be
taking the train to Washington.”

School-age children. They are

School-age children. Tell

in lunch boxes or backpacks:
“Good luck in the game” or
“I’ll see you Thursday. Love
you...”

them where you’re going
and how long you will
be away when you know
your plans. Look up your
destination on a map together and leave time to
“I’ll call you tonight from the hotel.”
plan for homework assignare you?” is more likely to elicit a
ments or activities that will take
fuller response than “fine.”
place while you’re away.
Don’t be upset if your child
Be aware that kids may worry
cries or expresses sadness that you
about your safety. Share details
are away. These phone calls can
about who will be with you, where
be difficult for them too and kids
you will stay and how you will
should feel free to tell you how
keep in touch.
they really feel.
While you’re away
School-age children. Kids this age
Toddlers. Call at the same time are easier to converse with since
every day but don’t be surprised if you’re likely to know about their
your child doesn’t want to talk to homework or other projects. Paryou. Just let her or him hear your ents may even feel relieved when
voice and know that you’re okay. conversations are relatively brief.
Keep up your goodbye rituals: As one Mom put it: “When my
“See you later alligator” or “Good 8-year-old won’t stop talking,
he’s usually upset or something is
night, sleep tight, I love you.”
wrong.”
Preschoolers. Before you talk to
your child, try talking to the other When you come home
adult in the house first to find out
Toddlers. Don’t be surprised by
if anything special has happened
some anger from younger kids,
since you called last. For example:
though they may not express it diDid she get to the top of the jungle
rectly. If your toddler won’t talk
gym? Have a play date with his
to you at first, don’t be upset. Try
friend? Asking your child about
to help children put their feelings
an event rather than just “how
into words.
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more likely to act “cool” when
you return and make very little fuss. If they do want to talk
about what they did while you
were gone—or ask about your
trip—that’s fine. But don’t
push it.
For children of all ages
t Leave notes on pillows,

t Have a calendar

in the
kitchen to mark off days before your return.
t Send email,

text messages and
pictures, and have some face-toface video conversations.
t When you call home

and your
partner or caregiver complains or
tells you a horror story, resist the
urge to spring into advice mode.
Just provide a sympathetic ear.
t Bring home small goodies

like soap or jam or other souvenirs. Buying a pricey gift may reduce your guilt but it won’t make
up for your absence—and it will
overemphasize material objects as
a sign of your love.
t Move slowly back into the
home situation.

Don’t criticize
things that happened when you
were away. Thank the person who
stayed home with the kids.
t Reconnect with each child
separately.

Spend some special
time together. And then try to
do something fun with the whole
family. u
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on the job

Try to think like a child…but act like an adult
n Spend time with kids. Start

By Bill Adler, Jr.

T

with your own. If you’re not a
hink about the negotiating
parent or your children are grown
techniques children use to
and you don’t have nieces and
get what they want. They
nephews, borrow some. Then
might throw a tantrum, be
take them someplace that’s fun
nice, play one side against the
for you and for them. Hang
other, change the rules, be disback a bit, watch and listen.
armingly honest or let the
Trains, planes, rest stops and
other guy think he’s won.
ticket lines also present many
This list can’t be neatly
situations to observe how kids
packaged as a single philosonegotiate.
phy, technique or school of
n Keep playfulness in your
thought. Kids just seem to
understand that negotiatlife. Or if you’ve let it go, allow
ing is as much about people
it back in. A round of golf or
as it is about objectives.
watching a tennis match rarely
They draw on a range of apdoes anything to restore your
Making a “serious” decision: who’s picking up the tab for lunch.
proaches, depending on the
sense of wonder. Instead, try
situation—including some outraThis is not true for adults, home” or “be nice,” but these are miniature golf, re-read a favorite
geous ones that most of us have however. We remember things isolated tools unless you learn to childhood book or play a game of
been socialized to abandon.
Monopoly. Listen to the music
that caused us anger and angst. think once again like a child.
Yet these techniques can ap- It’s the curse of being grown up.
I’m not suggesting that you you liked as a child. Better still,
ply to our work life because—
Children focus on the here act like a child, rather that you look for new music to play and
whether or not we’re aware of it— and now, which may be one of develop a partnership with your enjoy.
throughout the day we participate the reasons they are such good childhood that allows you to
n Check out your routines. Look
in a wide variety of negotiations negotiators. But if you use any bring back those feelings that
with the people we work for and child-negotiating techniques, be gave you power: optimism, spon- at the things you do every day
with. It may be about money, sure to supplement them with taneity, energy, a sense of adven- with an eye toward seeing someposition, authority, deadlines, some adult-inspired forethought ture and looking at the world in thing new and inspiring. At some
schedules, hiring a new assistant and long-range thinking.
point, everything is brand new to
new ways.
or permission to attend a conferIt’s not easy to recapture the a child. Seeing the world in new
ence. Whatever it is, we need or Bring back that feeling
mindset of being a child. But do- ways is a vital aspect of knowing
want something and are trying to of optimism
ing so will clear your head and how to negotiate like a child. u
figure out how to get it.
Applying techniques that kids make you a more innovative, en—Adapted from the author’s
use is not what negotiating like ergetic and successful negotiator.
A here-and-now focus
book
How to Negotiate Like a Child
a child is all about. Yes, you can Some practical experience with
(Amacom).
Kids are successful negotiators in always “take your ball and go children helps too.
part because they are fearless and
will try all kinds of new things
These ‘kid strategies’ can work for grownups, too
without stopping to think of the
reasons not to try them. But it’s a
ere are two more examples of children’s strategies that can Change the subject. When a specific subject puts you at
rare 50-year-old who can wheedle
a disadvantage, this can be a delaying tactic or a way to derail
work for adults as well:
and charm his way into a deadline
negotiations that are moving toward an unwanted conclusion.
Stick with your gang. Whether kids realize it or not,
extension for the third time. He’s
Children change subjects almost randomly, and you might think
a network of family and friends provides the backup support
too worried that the other side
that puts them on a firm footing when they negotiate with other that a tactic so juvenile would not work among adults. But just
will see through him, and he’s
listen to a politician who was asked a question he or she doesn’t
children.
probably right.
want to answer. Chances are, you’ll see a nimble response that
The child, not having learned
The same is true of adult negotiations on the job. Personal
answers a friendlier question that wasn’t asked. This tactic can be
from experience to worry about
friendships inside and outside the workplace provide emotional
helpful when you’re negotiating in a hostile environment.
failure, just does it—and, very
support. They make you feel good about yourself and offer a
When a subject-change is done masterfully, you can take the
often, wins. But win or lose, kids
kind of protective immunity to those who may not have your
move on. They get over it. They
best interests at heart. Positive relationships can also inspire you other side by surprise—and may even preempt their opening
may gloat or mope for a while,
to fight for what you want. In negotiations, they encourage you move. At worst, you can gain yourself a little breathing room
before others return to the subject you’d prefer to avoid. u
but their grudges don’t usually
to not give up on what you believe is most important.
last long.

H
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A HEALTHY YOU

Are raisins a
healthy choice
for snacking?

Y

es, for the most part, says
Diane L. McKay, PhD, a
scientist in the Antioxidants
Laboratory at Tufts University.
She cited recent studies of raisin consumption reported in
the Journal of Food Science.
On the plus side, in an
Intervention Study, children
who ate raisins or grapes
as a snack consumed less
food—and fewer calories
overall. Apparently, the fiber
in grapes and raisins filled
them up better than cookies
or chips.
Among adults, a national
nutrition survey for the
Antioxidants Lab found that
the people who ate grape
products, including raisins,
tended to have better eating
habits generally.
“There’s also some evidence
that raisins can help reduce
heart-disease risk by lowering
LDL (bad) cholesterol, and
may help some people with
diabetes to control their
blood glucose levels,” says
Dr. McKay.
But if you are snacking on
raisins rather than fresh fruit,
watch out. “Cup for cup they
are not the same in terms
of calories,” she says. Dried
fruits are typically higher per
cup or gram, so cutting back
on the portion size is a good
idea. About a quarter of a cup
is considered a single serving
of dried fruit.
One serving of raisins (a
small 1.5-ounce box) contains
123 calories, 1.3 grams
of protein, 33 grams of
carbohydrates, 1.5 grams of
dietary fiber and 25 grams of
sugars. A single serving also
delivers about 310 milligrams
of potassium, a mineral that
most people fall short on. u

To build strong bones, start early

M

any of us start thinking seriously about the health of
our bones as we get older,
but experts say we should
pay attention much earlier.
Bone-building happens mostly
during childhood. By age 20, girls
have gained from 90 to 96 percent
of their peak bone mass. For boys,
that occurs a few years later.
There’s not much we can do to
change the main factors that determine bone growth (age, gender
and genetics). But we can influence
two others—physical activity and
the bone-building nutrients, calcium and vitamin D, writes Jane
Brody, Personal Health columnist
in The New York Times.
Here are some of Brody’s key
points based on recent research.
u It’s

not always true that the
more active a child is, the better.
Some activities are better than others. For example, the bone mineral
density of young endurance runners was found to be consistently
lower than that of ball sports athletes, sprinters and gymnasts.

“It’s not that running, walking,
cycling or swimming are bad,” says
University of Minnesota sports
medicine specialist Kirk Scofield.
“They’re just not as good for bone
strength as other types of athletic
activities.”
u Bones

respond best to a combination of stress, rest and variety.
Kids who do endurance activities
should also do cross-training to
maximize bone strength.
Dr. Scofield says the most effective form of stress on bones is the
start-and-stop kind that happens
when you play soccer, basketball
or tennis, do gymnastics or dance
and use resistance equipment.
u Girls

who overexercise and
don’t consume enough calories to
support all their bodily functions
can suffer menstrual irregularity or
lose their periods entirely, which
can lead to muscle and bone injuries. Many adolescent girls consume too little calcium, which
compromises their ability to build
strong bones.

u Parents

are urged to get their
young kids away from electronics. “Encourage them to play
actively and do a lot of different
things,” says Dr. Scofield. “Equally important is to avoid pressuring them to be too thin.”
He advises parents to get their
kids eating a calcium-rich diet
that includes the following:
u Dairy

products, canned salmon and sardines with bones.
Children from 4 to 8 should consume 800 milligrams of calcium
daily and kids from 9 to 18 need
1,300 milligrams.
u Vitamin

D to help the body
absorb and use dietary calcium.
Children from 1 to 18 need 800
International Units each day.
Most vitamin D is obtained when
the skin is exposed to sunlight,
but the widespread use of potent
sunscreens has greatly reduced
this source, so a supplement may
be needed. And that’s definitely
something to talk to your doctor
about first. u

List of drugs that react to grapefruit is growing

T

he potency of some drugs is increased if they are taken with
grapefruit juice. This was discovered accidentally years ago by
clinical pharmacologist David Bailey of the Lawson Health Research
Institute in Canada. Recently, he updated the list of medications
that react to grapefruit. There are 85 now, including some common
cholesterol-lowering meds, anticancer agents, synthetic opiates,
birth control pills and estrogen treatments.
The frequency and seriousness of such reactions is subject to debate,
and some cases may be missed—because so many doctors don’t
think to ask patients if they’re consuming grapefruit or grapefruit
juice. “Even if the frequency is low,” says Dr. Bailey, “the consequences can be dire.”
Many hospitals no longer serve juice, and some prescriptions carry
specific warnings about grapefruit. Because the ability to cope with
drugs weakens with age, older people may be more vulnerable.
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The easiest way to get the full list is to Google “David Bailey grapefruit drug interactions list.” Here’s some advice from experts:
If you take oral MEDS of any kind, check the list to see if it interacts with grapefruit.
If you take a listed drug regularly, also avoid lime, pomelo and
marmalade, and be on the lookout for any symptoms that could be
side effects of the drug.
Avoid grapefruit the
whole time you’re on
the medication. And if
you can’t live without it,
ask your doctor if there’s
an alternative drug for
you. u
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We recommend

Focusing on the family…as well as on the kids

M

elinda Blau and the late
Tracy Hogg wrote three
bestsellers about infants,
babies and toddlers. Now
they have widened their lens and
applied the same basic principles
to the whole family.
The team that taught us baby
whispering now encourages us to
learn family whispering, which
means tuning in, observing, listening and understanding from the
perspective of the entire family.
“Family think” doesn’t necessarily contradict “parent think,”
say the authors. It’s another perspective, a more expansive one
that encourages you to be familyfocused instead of totally child-

focused—to flourish as individuals and, at the same time, function
better as a unit.
Looking through the prism
of the whole family—in other
words, seeing the “we” rather than
just the “I”—makes it possible to
understand and appreciate how one
person’s change affects everyone else
in the family.
An important
goal of this discussion, says Melinda
Blau, is to “make
people aware of how
family
members
bump up against

each other during the course of
the day and how it’s never just
between parent and child.”
Family-centered parenting is
also more likely to elicit a “we’re
in this together” feeling based on
empathy (see Front Page article) as
well as “responsibility,” “authenticity” and “leading
with love.”
The first half
of the book illustrates how we are
all connected. The
second suggests
ways to apply this
perspective to everyday challenges

and any unexpected change your
family has to face.
Informed by research and
real-life examples, Family Whispering is filled with valuable tips
and advice on how to deal with
issues ranging from sibling rivalry
to the “chore wars” to designing
family routines that work.
The hopeful message of this
wonderful book is that having
a whole-family outlook makes
sense and really does work. It’s an
insight that can improve the lives
of many parents and children.
Family Whispering (Atria
Books, hardcover) is available in
bookstores, online and an e-version on Kindle. u
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